
NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.
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NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

TPYE A

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
https://sourcemagnets.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/rubber-coated-pot-magnets.pdf
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China Magnets Source Material Ltd

NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

TPYE B

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
https://sourcemagnets.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/rubber-coated-pot-magnets.pdf
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China Magnets Source Material Ltd

NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

TPYE C

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
https://sourcemagnets.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/rubber-coated-pot-magnets.pdf
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NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

TPYE D

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
https://sourcemagnets.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/rubber-coated-pot-magnets.pdf
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NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

TPYE E

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
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TPYE F

NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
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TPYE HH

NEO POT MAGNETS

Thread material is availble in A3 steel or 304 Stainless steel.
The coating of A3 Steel of thread and neodymium magnet is avaible in Zinc or NiCuNi.
The vertical holding force is tested under ideal condition: by tension tester on a 10mm flat steel plate. 
The final holding force needs to be tested in actual application. The test result may be smaller if your steel is thinner,
rough, coated or not very flat.
The neo pot magnet can be customized on request, including thread type, size, pull force, working temperature.

Note:
 

 

 

NEO pot magnet is a simple magnet system with neodymium magnets encased in a durable steel

cup or channel. This makes a magnetic shielding area and then focuses all magnetic force on one

side of magnet. 

 

The pull force of pot magnet is bigger than plain permanent magnet and can hold heavier objects.

It is one of  very important mounting magnets and can be used for many installations.

 

Types of Cup Magnets
 

Most of pot magnets are round. They are also known as round base magnets. We provide block

mounting magnet and rubber coated pot magnet as well.

 

https://sourcemagnets.com/products/pot-magnet/
https://sourcemagnets.com/product/magnetic-components/
https://sourcemagnets.com/products/mounting-magnets/
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